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Problem Statement

When students graduate from college they want to find people to connect with 
in real life, and activities to enjoy, yet face a drastic change in social opportunity.

Business Challenges

Quantitative Research

Observations

We conducted an online survey with about 50 users 
who fall in our target demographic.

Features & Functionalities
To Resolve User Needs

User Needs

Users are looking for an authentic way to connect to nearby people with 
similar interests

Connections should have factors like age, interests, an availability

Users are looking for an authentic way to connect with nearby people with 
similar interests

50%
Users who have difficulty 
adjusting to the age gap in 
the workplace

54%
45% of users believe social 
apps are outdated

25%
Users who feel like they 
would rather not have social 
media all together

90%
90% of users would feel 
more comfortable meeting 
people for a specific activity

60%
Users who find it difficult to 
make worthwhile 
connections.

Objective Goals

 Fast way to connect with nearby people 
with common interests.

 Reduce the time it takes to make legit 
connections IRL.

Product User Challenges

Competitor Analysis

Meetup

Known in older generations but lacks any 
video to relate with younger audiences

Features:

Ability to create a post to meet people, 
start an event, or attend

Chat groups, ratings, and comments

Facebook Groups

facebook Groups

Major social network with user generated 
groups for activities and events

Features:

Large scale group chats

Events and activities easily created

User Persona

Task Mapping

Eisenhower Matrix

Anthony Garcia

About

Maslow Pyramid

Pain points

Student

23

UC Berkeley

San Francisco

McCann

Kyle Kelly

Grouping users based on their interests

Security of users is a top priority

Verify user profiles (badge given)

User availability

Revenue from local businesses ads

Discover Define Ideate Design

People use social media but it’s not designed well for making specific 
connections, and relies heavily on the people you already knew

Users felt that the post college social scene was minimal, and their most 
frequent interactions came at work where there is a significant age gap

Few applications geofence your interests for you, so users find hurtles in 
identifying nearby opportunities

Few applications geofence your interests for you, so users find hurtles in 
identifying nearby opportunities

Esteem

Love belonging

Self Actualization

Safety

Physiological

“I haven’t been able to easily meet new people, and the people I see on my socials 

are people I already know. I’d like to easily find new people who I can share my 

passions with and feel active again.”

 Graduating from college left a social opportunity voi

 His job limits his availability for meeting new peopl

 Age gaps between coworkers have gone up by a large amount and are 

causing a relatability issue

 Attending social events outside of a college setting is costl

 The expense of social outings is resulting in decreased enthusiasm for going 

ou

 Fewer outings is leading to feelings of isolation, lethargy, and a lack of social 

motivation

A day in their life

 Anthony works a 9hr hybrid schedule, 3 days a week in the office and 2 at hom

 His commute is 1hr round tri

 Regularly goes out to ea

 Usually finishes his day with a popular tv show, snacks, and a simple meal

Description

Recent grad with a love for video games, chess, soccer, comedy’s and Peruvian 

food. He’s an aspiring sales associate with a degree in marketing.

Step 1

Task

Connect with 
someone like 
me nearby

Environment

Challenges

Emotions

Thoughts

Urgency Level

Design 
Opportunity

Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Select Hangout from 
the Plus icon menu

Upload a video Add a caption & or 
gift

Post hangout

On their phone Opens app Accesses home page Navigates to function

Coming up with a 
hangout

Choosing a good 
video

Deciding to offer a 
gift or not

Accepting good  
people for your 
hangout

Intrigue Hope Anticipation Excitement/
Disappointment

Urgent

Not important

Urgent

Important

Not urgent

Not important

Urgent

Important

Prompt users with 
popular posts

Clearly state content 
visibility

Implement a rating 
system

Offer tips on how to 
make better posts

I wonder what to post Who will see this? Are the people on 
here trustworthy/
reliable

Did I make a good 
post?

 Clearly state content visibilit
 Offer tips on how to make better post
 Coming up with a hangou
 Are the people on here trustworthy/reliable

 Prompt users with popular posts

 Implement a rating syste
 Choosing a good vide
 Accepting good  people for your hangout

 Deciding to offer a gift or not

Urgent
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Splash Screen

Login Register

Details EntryOTP Verification

OTP Verification

Home Screen

Home Screen

IRL

EventHangout

Post

Responses

Sketches

Screens

Home Screen

Search Hangouts/Events

Walkthrough

Distance from

Navigation bar

Hangouts

Toggle

Caption

Video

Cookies

Gift

Search

Keyword

Video results

2X column

Escape

UX Case Study

Botanical gardens GGPEventsHangouts

9:41

Join our league!

Wanna connect? Yes 2 mi

IRL

Scroll

Toggle

EventsHangouts

Skip walkthrough

Got it

Lottie “scroll” 
indicator

Botanical gardens GGPEventsHangouts

9:41

USGA 9 handicap looking to play

Wanna connect? Yes 2 mi

Gift 

IRL

See Gift

Earn 2 Event Cookies

Limited

Results for “tennis”

Ben

Adam Tori

Jasmine

tennis

User profile

Details Entry

Small social circle

Hard to meet people

Limited time Apps aren’t 
dynamic

Health precautions

Social lulls

Feeling lonely

Platform options Inconsistent 
opportunities

Hard to search/find people 
on most platforms

Poor 
environment

High activity 
on IG/TikTok

Presentation 
more than 
purpose

Lack of 
awareness

Overworked/tired

Age gaps

Lack of 
connection/
similarities

Normalized 
connectivity

Migration is 
difficult

Limited filtering

App Store

IRL Faster

Kyle Kelly, 2023 for Candid Inc. San Francisco

IRL faster
things you like, with people nearby

Wanna connect? 2 mi

Quality convo
real experiences

Wanna connect?

Mon, Feb 21, 4:42 PM

This wall always makes me feel like a 
newbie 

Mon, Feb 21, 4:42 PM

We should go here next. I think you’ll like it 
even better than the on in San Jose.

Yesterday 8:09 AM

Idk the overhang on those greens looked 
like it took a lot of strength!

Hangouts Events
Daily hangouts and events

EventsHangouts

Explore
your hobby as a person

Foodie

Gamer

Pickleball

Travel

Tech

Skiing

Daily fun
It’s what’s happening

Search nearby
someone to play with

Product Users
Our core audience is recent grads with additional 
interest in 20 somethings. Key Age group 22 - 29

We conducted an online survey 

with about 50 users who fall in 

our target demographic.

We conducted an online survey 

with about 50 users who fall in 

our target demographic.

We conducted an online survey 

with about 50 users who fall in 

our target demographic.

Unique Features

Cookies can be earned for app usage as well as creating posts and acts as a 
real world currency for attending events and winning prizes

Geofencing is automatically done to give users nearby options more easily

Premium events hosted by Candid in real life

Taskflows

Root Cause Analysis (RCA)

I want to login/register for the app
Scenario 1 :

I want to post a hangout or event
Scenario 2 :

Home Screen

Search Icon

Keyword

Results

View

I want to search for specific hangouts or events
Scenario 3 :


